In some cases, less can be more. However, other times, more really is more. Such is the case with Brisbane North Institute of TAFE (BNIT). This powerhouse school serves nearly 50,000 students each year. Based in Queensland, BNIT has seven campuses and numerous study options that allow all individuals to get the education they need in a way that fits their lifestyle.

More Learning Options

BNIT is a large organisation, with learning options that are catered to appeal to students from all walks of life.

On Campus Courses: With seven campuses, BNIT clearly can provide educational opportunities for many people in Queensland. Students can attend conventional classes, which have access to BNIT’s high quality facilities.
Remote Learning Options:

More students are pursuing an education while continuing to attend to other responsibilities. Because of this, BNIT has numerous remote learning opportunities, so students can complete the coursework on their schedule. BNIT also has an open learning system for the ultimate customised learning experience.

Special Seminars:

BNIT also provides a number of special seminars, focused on relevant themes. These seminars often provide specialised knowledge and are popular with companies who utilise these seminars to disseminate pertinent information for employee benefit.

More Professional and Educational Partnerships

BNIT not only empowers students with high quality curriculum, but it also offers students the best connections of any university in Australia.

Secondary Schools:

BNIT works with a number of local secondary schools in order to provide students with clear career goals more specific training for their future. These students can take a number of vocational courses to get a head start on their professional work after graduation.

Other Universities:

BNIT values the experiences and education of all applicants. To this end, BNIT uses a Recognition of Prior Learning process in which any applicant's previous educational experiences are carefully ascertained. This process helps avoid duplicate training, no matter where the previous education may have been gained.

International Schools:

BNIT seeks to appeal to students both in Australia and from around the world. To accomplish this, BNIT has international partnerships with a variety of schools, working to provide study abroad and English Learning options for international students.

Local Businesses:

Many local businesses work with BNIT to provide continued learning for their employees. This can include additional certifications and degrees for specific workers or specialised training sessions to cater to broader needs.

More Program Options

The real power of BNIT still lies in its diversity of coursework. Students can select from any number of program types and can study a vast variety of subjects in order to create an education that is perfectly suited to their needs.

Degree Programs:

BNIT offers a full range of associate degrees, bachelor degrees, and other graduate level programs. Students can choose coursework from areas such as business, education, finance, human resources, sales, and more.
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Certificate Programs:
These shorter programs are designed for more focused career advancement and reflect any number of disciplines, including hospitality and business.

Vocational Training:
BNIT also has a number of vocational training programs, often focused in areas such as creative industry or horticulture. Other study areas include: animal science, environment, government, information technology, literacy, logistics and more.

Overall, the programs, staff, and facilities at BNIT are a world class option for anyone looking to further their education in Australia.
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